Panel

The Joint Council of Social Sciences will hold a panel dis- cussion today on "The Scientific and the Social Sciences and Humanities in Integration?" The speakers will be Prof. W. C. Marshall (Psychology) and a member of the Philosophy Department. The meeting will be in Pomeroy Hall. This event, which has never been under discussion by faculty members and chairmen.

3 Guggenheim Awards Go to College Profs

Professor Michael Kraus (History), Professor William S. Creigh- ton (Sociology), and Mr. Robert Waggener (Chemistry) have each been honored as one of the highly prized Guggenheim Memorial Fellowships. These grants are made to American and Canadian scholars, scientists, artists, represenitives in composition and art, and educational or social work in a variety of subjects.

The fellowships consist of stipends to enable the winners to live for one year, beginning September 1951. Professor Kraus intends to do research and travel work abroad concerning general cultural relations between Europe, Canada, and America in the 19th century. These studies are based on a body of work written by Professor Kraus entitled "Atlantic Civilization: Eighteenth-Century Origins" and published in 1949. The Professor's investigations will focus on the impact of America on Europe.

The award to Professor Creght- on is based upon a monograph concerning the social and political structure of the 13 colonies. In the fellowship he will study the arts of the colonies, particularly in Mexico, and his researches will be presented at a special winter session at the University of Colorado.

Based upon general musical talent and a long proven record, the Music Department has announced that Mr. Karl R. Karlin will enter the University in the spring and take courses toward a degree in music education. Mr. Karlin's ability to write and compose is highly developed, and he has a special gift for arrangement and orchestration.
BHE Garden Ban

As anticipated, the Board of Higher Education has turned thumbs down on our request to return Madison Square Garden. In a wordy report, which said exactly nothing, the three-person Committee directed the City colleges to draw in their sidewalk and to turn their backs on reality.

Point one of this ultimatum demands that athletes be given neither athletic scholarships nor special privileges. We were already aware of the impression that CCNY didn’t give athletic scholarships of that sort and we never found that the players were being treated like royalty. Besides, what does this have to do with MSG?

Point two limits the number of hours to be devoted by an individual to athletics. They do not enumerate specifically, or even vaguely for that matter, how much time is to be cut. Besides, what does this have to do with playing at the Garden?

Point three sounds nice but is not worth commenting on and point four states that all events must be held at arenas which are under “educational control.” This last point makes sense; but what would be wrong if we went back to the Garden under terms which would call for College control of tickets and seating distribution?

Point five forbids athletes from competing in outside organized sports without permission. This is good in that it probably will put an end to Catskill basketball; but how does it tie in with our exile from the Garden?

We are always under the impression that CCNY didn’t give a damn about student sports. And, what does the request was mutilated by $800,000. And, what does the appropriation for this purpose: especially after our budget is wonderful but we find it hard to believe that funds will be used for unimprovement of the City College Library has been included in the 1951 Budget. The construction program, now awaiting approval by the City council, will make the edifice a lot better job for you.

It’s the least that proves what cigarette mildness really means.

Class Of ’53

Stan Tarnell 4 Pres.
Stan Mass 4 V.P.
Norm Werkmann 4 Treas.

We are three students who are preparing for positions in the ’53 Council. Just plain ’53ers, like yourselves, who wish to do a better job for you.

OUR AIMS ARE:

1. Independence of thought and action.
2. A new and different social program.
3. Elimination of additional student fees.

IT’S TK…V IN ’53

In Memoriam

Willie McGuire

An announcement in Maple workers was crushed on the after of physical student supremacy by Sigal whom failed to heed the warning that the money had to be saved. His death was a shock to all of us who knew him well.

Our deepest sympathy to the family and friends of Willie McGuire.

A clean-up man on the baseball nine, this slugger doesn’t like to reach for ‘em ... wants it right over the plate.

There’s one test, he’s discovered, that’s right down the alley!

Ernesto Society & SLID-Club will speak on “The Cooperative Movement” in Room 218 Main at 12:30 P.M.

English Society: Sam Locke, City College Alumni, will discuss the “Free Lance Writer” in Room 218 Main at 12:30 P.M.

Sigma Alpha: The Student-Faculty Quiz will take place in Room 128 at 1:30 p.m.

ASME: Two films will be shown at the next meeting of the ASME bulletin board of the Tech Building for the Room number.

Joint Council of Social Sciences: Prof. Murphy, Laffeins, and Edwards will discuss the topic. “Can the Social Science and the Humanities be integrated?” The discussion will take place in December in (Chen Building) at 12:30.

Student Council Movie: Fri. 1:30-5:30 P.M. in Room 213 Main.

FDR Young Democrats’ Square and Social Dance Fri. night at 8 P.M. There will be a caller and refreshments. Come sing or drop. Admission Free.

Morris Raphael Cohen Week: Prof. John Herman Randall of the History Department of Columbia University will speak on “Cohen and His Ideas.” The discussion will take place at 12:30 P.M. in the Faculty Room (20 Main).
Debating 10 Ask Aid In Talkfests

By JAY G. MASKEY

Women are garrulous and puzzling. They can send out a lot of ideas, but they can also be easy to pin down on equal rights with men or on this or that issue. The trick is to find topics on which they can talk to boast only of one, and the color of which I am referring is the Debating Society.

Societies were formed at CCNY as far back as forty years ago, however the one which traces its origin least fifteen years back. The present Debating Society consists of ten members and while it does not operate on a win and lose basis for which no white man is ever involved. Therefore it is not wasted.

If we accept the proposition that Willie McGee's execution, May 8, is unjust, then the corollary is that we should protest against thisexecuted? Can anyone take seriously the death sentence for a crime which should have been checked at the time, before publication.

Raymond, who emphatically denies that he is putting out less on his pretzels in connection with this term excluding tournaments. The market with baked-in sex appeal, with acquired and its most outstanding feature—international organization.

All those who feel that they might like to participate in the Society's activities should consider enrolling by the others. In the other style, the winners, or one may be referred to as a debater, have no fear. Old debaters never die, they just keep talking away.

Raymond's Pretzels

"Cum Gran Salis!"

By ANDY MEISELS

We have many traditional fixtures here at City College. The gargoyles above the main entrance, the mural in Great Hall, the procession we work; these are familiar now as renowned as any college tradition. The way in which we approach to "Joe Beaver." Like all traditions they are taken for granted and not appreciated.

May 15 will be the last day of another literary addition to the College's roster of magazines. Innovation, "a magazine specializing in imaginative and unconventional fiction," is the much talked about and long due bundle of joy.

Innovation was started with the purpose of "giving the reading public refreshing and interesting stories and features of an imaginative and unconventional nature." It is a continuation of the "critique." The "critique" or "critique." The "critique" or "critique." The "critique" or a victory, but rather for the method, every speaker delivers his point of view and his way of looking at the world and how it affects students and the outside world.

An awareness of the outside world is of great importance to today's students and how it affects students and the outside world. "We are not questioning the vicious "rape" myth down South, but we are interested in what is going on in their interest to combat prejudice and hatred, and endangers peace. The framwork of Willie McGee's defense is an organization to divide the Negro and white workers of Laurel, Mississippi, to participate and win.

If we accept the proposition that Willie McGee's execution, May 8, is unjust, then the corollary is that we should protest against this execution immediately follows. We are not questioning the vicious "rape" myth down South, but we are interested in what is going on in their interest to combat prejudice and hatred, and endangers peace. The framwork of Willie McGee's defense is an organization to divide the Negro and white workers of Laurel, Mississippi, to participate and win.

A boon to the bookworm and a necessity at the beginning of the Semesstry, the motto of our money on texts, this term will be thirty dollars spent per student. If we accept the proposition that Willie McGee's execution, May 8, is unjust, then the corollary is that we should protest against this execution immediately follows. We are not questioning the vicious "rape" myth down South, but we are interested in what is going on in their interest to combat prejudice and hatred, and endangers peace. The framwork of Willie McGee's defense is an organization to divide the Negro and white workers of Laurel, Mississippi, to participate and win.

The new generation employed the French twist with which each French twist with which each other and the pretzel is now knotted. The only ones to study the relation of the outside world.
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An awareness of the outside world is of great importance to today's students and how it affects students and the outside world. "We are not questioning the vicious "rape" myth down South, but we are interested in what is going on in their interest to combat prejudice and hatred, and endangers peace. The framwork of Willie McGee's defense is an organization to divide the Negro and white workers of Laurel, Mississippi, to participate and win.

The new generation employed the French twist with which each French twist with which each other and the pretzel is now knotted. The only ones to study the relation of the outside world.
Dinner to Fete Alumni, Athletes

By PHIL WOLOCO

The sixth annual all-sports dinner will be held on Wednesday evening, May 14, at the Builder's Club, to honor 178 City College athletes, including 14 women representing the Girls' Basketball team.

Besides receiving their awards and varsity letters, the athletes will themselves kick off the festivities.

The guest of honor at the dinner will be the Honorable Jeremiah T. Mahoney, former mayor of New York City, and the keynote address will be given by Sol H. Stegman, a prominent lawyer and former mayor of New York City.

The dinner will feature a variety of musical performances, including a dance by the City College cheerleaders and a performance by the City College band.

The event is open to the public and tickets are available for purchase at the door. For more information, please contact the City College Athletics Department.
Take Your Choice:

SCHIFFRES, WALPIN

Let's Get Some of That Oil

A.P.O. to Conduct Balloting at 11 a.m.

LEHMAN, WRITE-IN FOR '52 REP
OP Endorsements for VEEP

Marvin Drucker by far outshines any of the opposition in the question of service or sound, of program or politics. We feel that he is the best candidate for the office.

Senior Class President...

Sy Richman appears to be the only actual candidate running for president of the Senior Class ('53). Sy has the experience and the maturity so necessary for running this important class and shows the high regard Council has for him. During the past semester, he has done a fine job as president of his class and shows the unfairness of the situation. This semester he has served as chairman of the committee responsible for the sale of end terms.

OP Endorsements for Student Council Secretary

Marvin Silverman is the best candidate for the office of SC Secretary. In a relatively short time, Marvin has compiled an admirable record as his list of qualifications attests. As an Upper Freshman, Marvin was elected a member of the student Council Executive Committee, a committee which oversees all other committees. He was re-elected majority leader of Council for membership. This was quite a feat for an Upper Freshman and shows the high regard Council has for him. During the past semester, he has done a fine job as president of his class and shows the unfairness of the situation. This semester he has served as chairman of the committee responsible for the sale of end terms.

OP Endorsements for Student Council Treasurer

Marvin Silverman has been a consistent fighter in trying to keep out politics, unless directly affecting the students, off the floor of Council. Unfortunately, he has been unsuccessful in this endeavor. Many people who object to Marv are opposed to him because he thinks for himself. By no means do the majority of the students who favor him agree with his (dubious) views. Marvin Silverman has not been a puppet! Marvin Silverman has been unafraid to express his sincere opinions, even though he might find himself at odds with some of Council’s current leaders.

OP is firm in its support of Marvin Silverman and urges the student body to cast their votes for him.

For Student Council Treasurer

OP is happy to support Dolores Schwartz, the most qualified candidate, for the position of Treasurer of Student Council.

There has been a shocking tendency on the part of many student members of the Student-Faculty Fee Committee to complacently go along with the proposals of the committee, without majority the faculty, with regards to the allocation of fee funds. Miss Schwartz has consistently fought for increasing the amounts of money proposed and, in many cases, has convinced the committee to increase club funds. Whenever organizations can personally give thanks to Dolores Schwartz, whether they favored her or not before, their budgets would have been cut more.

Dolores Schwartz deserves to be political organization. She has consistently tried not to align herself with any club, political group, or any other organization with regards to the allocation of fee funds. Miss Schwartz has consistently fought for increasing the amounts of money proposed and, in many cases, has convinced the committee to increase club funds. Whenever organizations can personally give thanks to Dolores Schwartz, whether they favored her or not before, their budgets would have been cut more.
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Candidates for President

Irwin Schiffres

A false issue has been raised in this campaign by those who call themselves "outside politicians" in Student Council. I am disturbed by the "outside politics" (which I favor) or its resolution introduced by my opponent about the 15-year-old vote "outside politics"! And what about the McGee case on which the opposition slate split? Would you not consider the fact that the issue is using the facilities of an off-campus political organization an "outside" influence? So let's get down to the reality of the student "outside politics" and get back to the working unit. I am the person who has concentrated his activity in campus in one political organization: IRWIN SCHIFFRES who served as President of Hilil, USA delegate, and as Secretary and Vice-President of Student Council.

Gerald Walpin

Is Student Council supposed to be a sound group, working on student problems? Or is it supposed to be a sound group, and political organization? I believe that Student Council must discuss only those matters that affect students. I said that in Council that my opponent disagreed when he voted for Council action in the McGee case. If elected President, I will rule out of order any question not directly related to the students. In this way Student Council will be able to function on "small" items such as a social program on the campus, coat hooks in all class rooms and other similar student needs.

I believe that through my activity as Chairman of Committees like this term's Budget Committee, I have shown my willingness and ability to work for these student needs.

Candidates for Veep

Walter Urban

During the semester many of us don't even know SC exists, there don't care, but all criticize SC when election time comes. How many of us will offer constructive criticism and actually try to do something? I realize the limits that SC faces and have been an active participant in student government long enough to realize what good can be done. Council can be an efficiently working body doing things which will be of direct benefit to the students.

Marvin Drucker

It's election time again and the old promises of Utopia at CCNY are once more heard on the campus. I believe that the present organization of Student Council is the only group which can act on such things as student clamors for a new Student Council building, employment of a personnel director to handle student grievances, uniform radiation and influential alumni.

Candidates for Secretary ... Treasurer

Gary Schlessinger

I am running for S.C. office because I sincerely believe that the Student Council can serve the students of this school. We cannot do this however, if we come ourselves with outside politics. Politics in Student Council have taken up so much time that we cannot adequately cover the school matters for which we have been elected. I therefore, have made it my goal to make Student Council a student oriented body and I hope to have the students of Student Council as supporters of my campaign.

Marvin Silverman

I find it hard to ask you to vote for me. When a candidate appeals to the student on an issue, strength is the better person, I have never felt I was such a good judge of character or ability to make an intelligent decision. However, a candidate represents the electorate and it is therefore the right to decide who the better person is. Yes, the better person is the judge and jury—votes are your vote. I believe in the representation of the students, and that the only politics involved in Student Council should be "outside" Student Council. It is more important to students that issues concerning the student body—which I have the experience and ability to work on, and I present to you my qualifications for the office of Treasurer.